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Graph-based user interfaces have been studied since the 1980s but mainly in the
context of information visualization. Even though they have been applied to a
wide range of applications from social network analysis to audio synthesizers, little
is known about their interaction capabilities on a general level. In this study, by
drawing from the human-computer interaction research of the last 30 years, we
derive a technique and device independent interaction framework consisting of 4
main types and 12 subtypes of interaction on graph-based user interfaces. We discuss
how node-link diagrams can be used, for example, to issue instructions, to mediate
conversation, to manipulate spatial locations, and to explore hierarchically clustered
structures. We target the framework to not outline the best interaction practices
or conventions but instead to widen the perspective and offer insight for the future
graph-based user interface research and development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready-made with a mesh
of associative trails running through them

– Vannevar Bush, As We May Think, 1945.

Good hypertext design is based on [. . . ] the use of cues to show the
structure of the information space to the user.

– Jacko Sears, Human-Computer Interaction Handbook, 2008

Graph-based user interfaces are types of user interfaces (UI) that employ graph

structures as their main UI metaphor [1]. In other words, a graph-based UI exploits

the resemblance with familiar network structures, such as tree branches, forest paths,

and animal skeletons. By mimicking their workings, a graph-based UI allows the

interface users to benefit from the existing knowledge on how the interaction with

networks should be carried out. Other familiar, even though more human-induced

structures include building frameworks, star constellations, fishnets, molecule illus-

trations, and maps, consisting of cities and connecting roads.

Probably due to the familiarity and also the generality of graph structures, graph-

based UIs are applied on a wide range. Applications can be found from mind map-

ping and network analysis to audio synthesizers and linguistic networks as illustrated

in Figure 1.1, in addition to genetic maps, database design, semantic networks, and

many others, listed for example in [2]. Starting from the 1980’s [3][4] multiple fields

have studied graph-based UIs in their own context, notably knowledge engineering,

process engineering, and information visualization. However, in spite of the vastness

of applications and the array of fields, only little is known about graph-based UIs

in general. A media processing related review by Schultz et al. in 2008 [1] is one

rare instance where these UIs are handled on a general level. Thus, to begin to fill

this gap, in this study we try to approach the subject from a domain-independent

perspective.

As the variety implies, graph-based UIs are interacted within many ways and for

many purposes. However, the interaction is a wide concept. For example, let us

consider two cases: discussing with a person and searching for a flower from a forest.

Even though the both require interaction with the environment, they fundamentally

differ in how the interaction is carried out. Thus, it is not obvious what is meant
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Figure 1.1: Four applications where a graph-based UI plays a central role in their UI.
Starting from the top-left corner, an online mind mapping application MindMeister
[5], a graph visualization platform Gephi [6], an ambient music composer mobile
application Aura Flux [7], and an online thesaurus Graph Words [8].
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by interaction in graph-based UIs either. Which kind of graph-based interaction

is possible? Are there some fundamental limitations? Altogether, where are the

borders of the interaction design space of graph-based UIs?

To answer these questions, in this study we review graph-based UIs on a general

level and try to get a grasp on what interactional extents graph-based UIs are

used or could be used for. By building upon interaction models and frameworks

suggested in human-computer interaction literature, and by drawing examples from

several publications, we construct a descriptive, interaction-type and user-intention

based interaction framework for graph-based UIs. We target this framework to be

device and interaction technique independent and thus to be applicable wherever

graph-based UIs emerge.

For the task, we first conducted a systematic literature review on about 20 years of

publications of two major human-computer interaction journals, Journal of Human-

Computer Studies [9] and Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on User Interface

Software and Technology [10], and shorter time spans of several others [11–16].

From the findings we picked references and keywords for a more focused search with

three science-oriented search engines, Google Scholar [17], ACM Digital Library [18],

and IEEExplore [19], allowing us to reach both the oldest and the most important

publications on graph-based UIs.

To outline the structure of the thesis, we will first discuss interaction in graph-based

UIs in general. We define what is meant by interaction and how it applies to graph-

based UIs. Then we approach the graph-based interaction from the point of view

of four main interaction types: instructing, conversing, manipulating, and exploring,

and provide examples and further analysis for each. Finally, we will discuss the

validity and extent of the survey and take a glance into the future of the graph-

based interaction.
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2 INTERACTION

We begin by describing our approach and the context of the study. First, we examine

the graph-based interaction in general. Secondly, we deploy an interaction model by

Ren et al. [20] to delimit the study, and lastly an interaction framework by Rogers

et al. [21] to derive an initial structure for our framework.

2.1 Syntax of interaction

All the familiar structures mentioned in Chapter 1 can be modeled with graphs. Be-

cause of the generality and that the graph being an abstract, mathematical concept

without a form of presentation by its own, it can be called a fundamental structure

that can represent everything [2, p. 24][22]. To in turn represent a graph, apart

from its mathematical notation, adjacency matrices or node-link diagrams are typ-

ically used. Even though the matrices might outperform the node-link diagrams

in many information seeking tasks [23], and also hybrids exists [24] as illustrated

in Figure 2.1, the node-link representation similar to Figure 2.2 is more prominent

[25, p. 144] and the graph presentation method of the graph-based UI. Therefore, to

clarify, an alternative or even more accurate term to refer to the type of UI discussed

here would be the node-link user interface.

Before a deeper analysis of the interaction on a node-link diagram, we must first

define what we exactly mean by the node-link diagram. To give a definition that is

Figure 2.1: InfoViz co-authorship network rep-
resented as a NodeTrix diagram, a hybrid of
node-link and matrix-based graph representations.
Adopted from [24].

Figure 2.2: A node-link
diagram of the Petersen
graph.
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formal enough for our purposes, we will use graph theoretic terminology but avoid

mathematical notation. We define a node-link diagram being a set of nodes and

links. Each node and each link has a geometric object in a n-dimensional space and

a physical object fitted inside the boundary of the geometric object. Additionally,

each node is associated with an abstract vertex and each link is associated with

an abstract edge, and thus, the node-link diagram as a whole is associated with an

abstract graph. Finally, we define a physical object to be a visual, tactile, auditory,

or other type of perceivable object in the physical world. The geometry of an

auditory object, for example, could mean a size and shape of the area where the

audio can be heard. This definition allows us to describe node-link diagrams in both

2D and 3D, apply graph-theoretic results and algorithms to them, and also it does

not limit us to the visual mode of interaction.

With the aid of the definition, we can analyze the interaction on a node-link diagram

further and employ the linguistic terminology of Hutchins et al. [26]. We can say

that the syntax of the interface output language of a graph-based UI equals the

definition of the node-link diagram. In other words, the syntax, i.e. the structure

of this diagrammatic language, includes the formalism of the graph, enhanced with

physical objects and geometric properties. Governed by the syntax, the physical

objects emit signals for the users to perceive and conceptualize, and thus form the

vocabulary of the interface output language of a graph-based UI.

To consider the interface input language, on most graph-based UIs the users can, in

addition to perceiving, refer to the physical objects. The users are able to interact

directly with the nodes and links, for example by pointing and dragging. Therefore,

the interface input language of those graph-based UIs is, if not symmetric, at least

similar with the output. By deriving from [26], having this kind of inter-referential

I/O makes each of those graph-based UIs a direct manipulation interface, a renowned

concept introduced by Shneiderman in the early 1980’s [27]. From this notion, we

can include the well-known benefits and drawbacks of direct manipulation [26], even

though they are left to the reader to explore.

As nodes and links are now identified as pieces of syntax, carrying semantics and

physical form of their contents, do they also have semantics on their own? And more

interestingly from the cognitive perspective, why do we interpret the semantics as we

do? It has been stated that the explicit links make it easy for a human to understand

structure [28, 29]. A reason behind this is that the links exploit the gestalt law of

continuity [30, p. 61] and therefore allow the human mind to understand that

the linked nodes are related. In addition, many graph layout algorithms, especially

force-directed algorithms, arrange the nodes so that the configuration proximity, i.e.

the distance of two nodes on the diagram, is proportional to their distance in the

abstract graph [31]. This more implicit relationship exploits, we propose, the gestalt

law of proximity, making the mind to understand that two nodes are related if they

can be seen nearby each other. Through these two laws, nodes and links efficiently
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emit the message of relatedness. In spite of the importance of the cognitive aspect

in UI design, we do not push the aspect further but only wanted to establish an

initial view on what human properties the graph-based interaction is based on.

As a general matter, we would like to elaborate the terminology used when we refer

to parts of a node-link diagram or an abstract graph. As implied in the definition,

the counterparts of nodes and links in a graph-theoretic, abstract graph are called

vertices and edges. Where nodes and links include a physical representation, com-

monly a graphical form, the vertices and edges do not. In spite of that in this study

we use this separation, we want to emphasize that many authors use the terms in-

terchangeably and do not make a distinction between the mathematical concepts

and their physical representations.

2.2 Levels of interaction

On node-link diagrams and in user interfaces in general, the interaction happens on

many levels of abstraction. On a low level we could understand the interaction as

the events of pressing down a button or releasing it, changing color of a pixel et

cetera. In contrast on a high level, we could consider user’s long-term goals and how

system responses to those. For example, if a couple wants to spend an evening out,

they can interact with a restaurant. The restaurant hopefully responses by allowing

meals to be ordered and the couple’s hunger for food or a shared experience to be

answered. The levels are numerous.

For our task to map the interaction design space of graph-based UIs, it is not

convenient to consider all the levels. What we need is a suitable level of abstraction

that releases us from domain-specific, very high-level tasks but keeps us away from

system-specific input methods and technologies like the mouse or the touch screen.

With this kind of restriction, we might be able to create a framework that is general

enough but still as close to the interface as possible.

In 2013, Ren et al. proposed a three-level interaction model to catch the hierarchy

in interaction tasks: goals, behavior, and operations [20]. A task on a goal-level

represents a small task that users intend to do and requires users to behave on the

behavior-level to reach the goal. This conscious behavior, a set of behavior-level

tasks, is transformed to more or less subconscious physical operations that become

detected at the interface as raw input primitives, operation-level tasks. Therefore,

the operation-level regards interaction as how it happens on the exact surface where

the signals from the human are sensed by the system and vice versa.

For a concrete example in a graph-based UI, an intention to connect two nodes is a

goal-level task. To reach this goal, some graph-based UIs require the user to behave

in drawing a line between the nodes. On the operation-level, this behavior is divided
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Figure 2.3: The three levels of abstraction in interaction and corresponding examples
in the task of connecting two nodes; (a) an intention to create a new connection, (b)
a drag between the nodes, and (c) input events recognized by the software. Derived
from [20]

into the input events of a press, multiple moves, and a release. See Figure 2.3 for

an illustration.

In this study, we focus to the goal level. Therefore, in spite of being important for

UI design, we will not discuss behavior-level tasks such as a mouse click or a pinch

zoom. Nonetheless, the two behavior-level tasks are commonly utilized in higher,

goal-level tasks like selecting a node or zooming in. These higher tasks are not device

or input method dependent but still common in graph-based UIs [1]. Therefore they

are exactly the tasks the framework should be constructed on.

2.3 Types of interaction

In their book Interaction Design, Rogers et al. proposed there to be four main

types of interaction: instructing, conversing, manipulating, and exploring [21]. For

example in a restaurant, the chief cook gives instructions to a helper. By these

instructions, the helper manipulates the ingredients until the meal is ready to be

delivered. A waiter delivers the meal by exploring the tables to find the right

customers and, once found, probably interrupts their conversation by handing over

the meal. For a graphical illustration of the four types, see Figure 2.4.

For a more abstract description, instructing is about executing commands, selecting

actions, or doing gestures to trigger them. Conversing brings in a more equal dialog,

an iterative interchange of messages common in natural human communication.

However, when we consider manipulating interaction, the world and its objects are

not discussed with, but more directly constructed and modified by using the common

knowledge of how the world behaves. In exploration, by contrast, this knowledge

is not used to change the world but instead to change one’s perspective on it to

understand what it contains.
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Figure 2.4: Our graphical illustration of the four main types of interaction by Rogers
et al. [21]; (a) instructing an agent i.e. human or computer, (b) conversing with
an agent, (c) manipulating the surrounding world, and (d) exploring the world by
changing one’s perspective.

In our pursuit for graph-based interaction tasks, this framework of the four inter-

action types quarters the search space. Therefore, in addition to that it helps us

in determining which kind of tasks to look for, it enforces us to explore these tasks

from each angle. Furthermore, the angles immediately raise a non-trivial question.

Are all the main types of interaction possible with graph-based UIs? For instance,

how can one instruct through a node-link diagram? How could one converse with

them?

On top of the four interaction types we build our graph-based interaction framework.

In the following chapters, we go through each type separately, present studies and

applications to get a grasp on in which types of interaction tasks they are realized,

and propose graph-based UI specific interaction subtypes for each. The resulting

two-level taxonomy will be our graph-based interaction framework. As instructed,

we begin with the graph-based instructing.
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3 INSTRUCTING

From the literature, we can identify two types of graph-based instructing:

• Executing : a node-link diagram used as a menu of instructions

• Programming : a node-link diagram used as an instruction

Menus, consisting of commands, are in some occasions represented as node-link

diagrams. In 2008, Bailly et al. introduced a flower menu [32], a type of radial

menu and marking menu, where once the menu is activated, the user is shown a

set of radially layouted commands that are connected with links to a node at the

menu center, as in Figure 3.1. The user is required to make a gesture along one of

the links to execute the connected command. Therefore, we suggest this to be a

clean example of instructions given through a graph-based UI and a typical case of

executing graph-based instructing.

We can also think of graphical database queries [3, 34]. For example in 2012,

Abouzied et al. described DataPlay [33], a database query tool that allows users

to build and manipulate graphical query trees specified by a graphical query lan-

guage and represented as node-link diagrams similar to Figure 3.2. Once a query

tree is ready, user can execute it in a manner akin to a traditional database query.

What we see here is a combination of manipulating and instructing interaction types;

user creates a node-link diagram through manipulation and the node-link diagram,

as a whole, represents one single instruction. We see this combined type to be an

instance of programming graph-based instructing.

Another and slightly different case where a node-link diagram represents a single

instruction can be found in the context of process control. In 2013, Rietzler et al.

introduced homeBLOX [35], a home automation system with a graph-based UI,

presented in Figure 3.3. The homeBLOX UI was designed to manage a network

of sensors, operators, and devices. For example in a homeBLOX compliant home,

the sensors of a morning alarm and brightness level could be combined with an and

operator to turn on a coffee maker. Now, we can notice that the resulting system is

one large instruction for how the home should work. Being created by manipulation,

this is another example of the combined interaction type. However, in contrast with

the DataPlay, the target of instruction is an ongoing, continuous process instead of

an operation to be issued and executed in a blink of an eye. Therefore, if we classify
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Figure 3.1: A flower menu. Restored
from [32]

Figure 3.2: A graphical database
query builder of DataPlay query tool.
Adapted from [33]

Figure 3.3: A process edi-
tor of homeBLOX, a home
automation system. Adapted
from [35]

Figure 3.4: An analog clock implemented with
a visual programming tool NoFlo.js. Adopted
from [36]

the use of DataPlay further as discrete programming graph-based instructing, the use

of homeBLOX can be seen as an instance of continuous programming graph-based

instructing.

Finally, to justify the terms executing and programming, we notice the instruction

construction in DataPlay and homeBLOX to be a type of visual programming [1],

and basically similar to the programming in Figure 3.4. In contrast with the flower

menu where a user manually executes gestures to instruct, here the user programs

the instruction in a formal visual language. Visual programming is an important

application of graph-based UIs and further discussed in [1, 37].
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4 CONVERSING

From the literature, we can identify two types of graph-based conversing:

• Discrete: a node-link diagram used as a message (Figure 4.1a)

• Continuous : a node-link diagram used as a medium (Figure 4.1b)

Many mind mapping tools, such as MindMeister (Figure 1.1), Freemind [38], and

Prezi [39], allow sending mind maps to others to be explored, learnt, and modified. In

some occasions, as in Prezi, the recipients are able, if allowed, to reply by comment,

by another mind map, or by a modified version of the original map. In a workplace

meeting, a workflow diagram can be presented as a part the conversation. In all the

cases, a node-link diagram is used as a discrete message and acts as a vocabulary

item of the conversation, similar to a verbal sentence. Therefore, in spite of being

often preceded or followed by nondiagrammatic messages, we label this transmission

of node-link diagrams as discrete graph-based conversing.

In addition to mind mapping, MindMeister and Prezi can be used to conduct pre-

sentations on node-link diagrams similar to the diagram in Figure 4.2. A Prezi

presentation consists of a sequence of frames where each frame is a view to the di-

agram, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. As the diagram is presented to the audience in

a frame by frame fashion, the syntax of the node-link diagram, including nodes and

links, is used to construct the message of each frame. In spite of the contrast to

transmitting a diagram as a whole, we still see this as another example of discrete

graph-based conversing.

For the continuous graph-based conversing, MindMeister and Prezi allow real-time

collaboration on a node-link diagram. Multiple users on separate devices can explore

Figure 4.1: The two types of graph-based conversing: (a) diagram as a message and
(b) diagram as a medium.
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Figure 4.2: A Prezi diagram
created for this study.

Figure 4.3: The slides of a Prezi presentation
are actually frames on a large diagram. The
frames are associated with their sequence num-
bers, presented on the black circles.

and manipulate the diagram concurrently and their moves and modifications are

shared instantly, thus creating a sense of shared virtual space. Even though the syn-

tax of conversing still consists of nodes and links, the node-link diagram as a whole

has become a medium for conversation. The same notion of the diagram becom-

ing a medium has been made by Laufer et al. in their Prezi-introducing paper [39].

Collaboration on node-link diagrams has also been discussed by Tolosa et al. [40].

To provide yet another view to graph-based conversing and to using a node-link

diagram as a medium, we have to first discuss conversation visualization. In 2008,

Gómez et al. visualized several large discussion threads of Slashdot website by using

radial trees [41], presented in Figure 4.4. These discourse diagrams [42] allow brief

analysis of massive conversations. For example, possibly important comments can

be pointed out from their numerous child nodes or a long-lasting debate can be

recognized from a long, nonbranching stem. Altogether, these diagrams help in

understanding the topics and the structure of large-scale conversations, and therefore

they have also found use in nonscientific purposes [42].

As our topic here is conversation, it is important to note that these discourse dia-

grams visualize the result of especially conversing type of interaction. The interac-

tion with the plain discourse diagrams is still only exploration and not conversation.

Although, this does not always have to be the case. What we now suggest is that,

in addition to being navigable and readable visualizations [42], the UIs of these di-

agrams could also allow joining the discourse. For example, by adding a new leaf

node to the diagram a user could reply to the comment represented by the previous

node, thus taking part in a graph-based discussion, and as visioned in Figure 4.5.

We do not take this idea further or claim it a successful approach to communication

but only want to show that this kind of interaction could be possible and to provide

yet another example of continuous graph-based conversing.
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Figure 4.4: Four discussion threads
visualized as radial trees. Each node
represents a comment. At the bottom-
right two users have had a long-lasting
debate. Adapted from [41]

Figure 4.5: An imaginary graph-based
chat where a user can join the dis-
course by adding a bubble node. The
discourse progresses from left to the
right. The joke is adopted from
a image sharing website at smart-
phowned.com
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5 MANIPULATING

From the literature, we can identify four types of graph-based manipulating:

• Geometric: direct manipulation of the geometry

• Topological : direct manipulation of the topology

• Algebraic: manipulation through symbols

• Temporal : manipulation through a version history

When a user engages in a manipulating interaction with a node-link diagram, the

diagram becomes modified. Whether the manipulation is done directly, in direct

manipulation manner, or via instruments, such as formal language or version history,

the geometry or the structure of the diagram becomes altered, and thus the state

of the world around the user changes. There is two types of changes; the changes

can happen on the geometric properties of the nodes or links, or in the topology of

the underlying abstract graph. However, we note that the interaction that causes

the changes has a separate taxonomy, and that taxonomy is the four-part taxonomy

discussed here.

In an abstract graph, vertices and edges do not have spatial locations, sizes, or

shapes. However in node-link diagrams, as the definition in Chapter 2 implies, these

geometric attributes are the fundamental requirement for representation. Therefore,

it is not surprising that in many applications that realize a graph-based UI the spatial

arrangement of nodes, also called the configuration, is in high importance [2]. We can

use the aforementioned Prezi as an example. In a Prezi diagram, the visual beauty

of the diagram depends highly on the clear but interesting arrangement of nodes and

links. The nodes can be placed and moved freely and arranged in any configuration

that the creator sees suitable. A set of other examples are provided by a study by

Schultz et al. where they examined 14 graph-based UIs used to control process flows

such as audio synthesis and 3D shader design [1]. Interestingly, they found that

many of these applications did not provide an automatic graph layout algorithm to

arrange the nodes but instead left the freedom or the burden of configuration for the

user. The same applies to Prezi; there is no method for automatic rearrangement.

We see these nonautomatic and direct spatial modifications of the node locations as

instances of geometric graph-based manipulating.

In addition to the mere spatial locations of nodes and links, Prezi lets users to

modify their rotation and scale via handles provided at the corners. Same applies
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Figure 5.1: The graph-based UI of Audulus, an audio processing application. Adopted
from [44]

to a mind mapping and charting application LucidChart [43], where multiple types

of diagrammatic components can similarly be transformed via scaling and rotating.

When we apply these geometric transformations, the average spatial locations or

the physical objects of nodes and links do not necessarily change even though their

geometric boundary does. Therefore, we also regard issuing these transformations

to the boundaries, when done in a direct manipulation manner, as instances of

geometric graph-based manipulating.

Topological graph-based manipulating is about directly meddling with the structure

of the node-link diagram. In other words, the diagram is manipulated so that the

underlying abstract graph changes i.e. vertices or edges become created or removed.

In Audulus [44], a software sound synthesizer similar to the audio processing appli-

cations analyzed by Schultz et al., the nodes represent sound generators or effects,

and links represent cables or streams that govern how audio signals flow between

the nodes, as presented in Figure 5.1. In Audulus, the configuration brings clarity

for the user but does not affect the sound processing network. Instead, the topology

of this network defines how the signals flow and how the system sounds.

If we furthermore examine the UI of Audulus in Figure 5.1, we notice that each node

is equipped with its own interface for manipulating its parameters such as frequency
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or amplitude. In MindMeister, a user can directly modify a textual content of a

node. These content-specific interfaces are not anymore graph-based or even resem-

ble node-link diagrams. Therefore, we now find that the physical objects of nodes

as well as links can expose their own UI completely independent of the surround-

ing graph-based UI. The opposite parent-child relationship is also possible and even

typical. As in both MindMeister and Gephi, the graph-based UI is embedded into

an outer, traditional WIMP-like UI that consists of non-graph-based UI elements

like menus, toolbars, and buttons.

Hence, even though these inner or outer UIs could offer interaction methods for

instructing, conversing, manipulating, or exploring, we do not consider their use

being graph-based interaction. However, we note two exceptions. First, if an inner or

outer UI is a graph-based UI then the interaction is naturally graph-based. Second,

if the use of a non-graph-based inner or outer UI affects the node-link diagram,

their use takes part in a graph-based interaction, although indirectly. For the latter

case, MindMeister and Gephi provide an example. In both applications, the outer UI

provides tools for layouting the diagram automatically. Therefore, in this latter case,

the interaction is not anymore direct but instrumental [45], and we can categorize

it further as algebraic or temporal.

In algebraic graph-based manipulating, nodes, links, and their properties are refer-

enced and manipulated via their symbolic representations. The symbolic represen-

tation can exists in the form of a simple button or even a complex formal textual

language. For instance, SPARQL 1.1 is an RDF query language designed for both

querying and manipulating semantic RDF graphs [46]. If a node-link diagram is

based on an RDF graph and we update that graph by SPARQL, we classify this

interaction being an instance of algebraic graph-based manipulating. In this case, in

spite of that the input interface language is textual and not graph-based, the output

interface language is still the language of the node-link diagram and thus we see this

interaction to be graph-based, even though indirect.

Could a symbolic formal language for manipulation be also graphical? In addition to

textual languages, the literature reveals graphical query languages for RDF graphs,

for example SPARQL-based RDF-GL [47] and vSPARQL [48]. A simple example

of the latter is presented in Figure 5.2. In the both cases, the queries are node-link

diagrams and therefore their use includes graph-based interaction. However, neither

supports queries that manipulate RDF graphs and therefore their use could only

be accounted as graph-based instructing, similar to the use of DataPlay query tool

in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the result of a SPARQL query can be an RDF

graph [46] that can furthermore be represented as a node-link diagram, as done in

Figure 5.3. Would then a graphical modification to the query also cause a change

in the diagram? For our taxonomy, does it matter that the symbols in the query

do not directly refer to the nodes or links? In this case, both the query and the

RDF graph are used as instruments to modify a node-link diagram and therefore,
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Figure 5.2: A SPARQL query and its visual
counterpart in vSPARQL. Adapted from [48]

Figure 5.3: An RDF graph of
a WikiData entry [49], visu-
alized with Visual RDF tool
[50]

regardless the multiple intermediate levels of symbolism, we still classify this as a

case of algebraic graph-based manipulating.

For the fourth subtype, where the previous three subtypes only advanced the current

state of a node-link diagram, in temporal graph-based manipulating a wider time

dimension of the diagram is regarded. Typical examples are the undo/redo function

and a version timeline, as available in Prezi and MindMeister. In these cases, the

current state of the diagram is reverted to a previous version, or changed back to a

previously reverted, future version. Thus we note that the version history is linear ;

there is only one simple timeline.

For a nonlinear instance, we must first think of distributed revision control systems

such as Git or Mercurial. The both are popular tools in software development as

they help developers to maintain different versions of the project and develop new

features independently and simultaneously. In a large Git project, the codebase of

the project typically does not have one current state but instead is divided into

multiple branches, for example one branch for each new feature. Later on when a

feature of the branch is finished, it can be merged to a release branch for a public

release.

As a result of this practice, the version history is not linear but a directed acyclic

graph [51]. The graph can be visualized as a node-link diagram, as illustrated

in Figure 5.4. We can interpret the diagram as a visualization of the temporal

manipulations of a source code where the time continuum of the code becomes

splitted or multiple continuums merged, thus yielding modifications to the code.

We propose that one could have a similar nonlinear version history for a node-link

diagram, for example for the visually programmed clock in Figure 3.4. Similar

proposition has been made by Chen et al. for 3D meshes and for images in general

[52]. However, as we are unable to find a realized case of this kind of nonlinear

temporal graph-based manipulating from the literature, for now, we can only imagine.

There exists additional views into structure manipulation. For instance in 2012,

Hoarau & Conversy derived a set of requirements for manipulating objects through
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Figure 5.4: A simplified Git revision history of the VisualRDF tool. The tool was
employed in the production of Figure 5.3. Adapted from [53]

structures [54]. The requirements encompassed features such as search and selection

of structured objects, and exploration and comparison of alternative versions, thus

implying the importance of an undo/redo function and a version history. Interest-

ingly, the requirements also noted benefits of informality, discussed a decade earlier

by Thimbleby under the title permissive user interfaces [55]. Within the context of

graph-based UIs, the informality can refer to the allowance of isolated nodes. For

example, MindMeister does not allow such disconnected nodes where Aura Flux and

Gephi do (see Figure 1.1).

As the requirements of Hoarau & Conversy indicate, the ability to select is vital

to many manipulating tasks. For example in MindMeister, one can manipulate

the topology of a mind map by cutting, copying, pasting, deleting, and relocating

groups of selected nodes. In Prezi, one can via selection rotate and scale nodes

and links in groups, thus alleviating their geometric manipulation by reducing the

viscosity [54] of the UI i.e. the laboriousness of change. However, with the taxonomy

of geometric, topological, algebraic, and temporal graph-based manipulating, we

cannot unambiguously classify the task of selection. It is used to identify the items

for manipulation, to compose groups, or to point out interesting parts of a diagram

for discussion. In a way, it is a part of algebraic interaction; the selection could be

seen as a symbol for a set of nodes and links. On the other hand, it usually precedes

the actual manipulating interaction, whether geometric, topological, algebraic, or

temporal. Therefore, in this study, we decide to label it more as a supporting task

and thus we do not see the benefit in establishing a dedicated interaction type for it.

As our decision, the role of selection stays the same in the case of the graph-based

exploring, the topic of the next chapter, Chapter 6.
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6 EXPLORING

From the literature, we can identify four types of graph-based exploring:

• Geometric: moving by applying geometric transformations

• Topological : moving along the structure

• Algebraic: altering the search space through symbols

• Temporal : moving in navigation or version history

We use the term exploring in a broad sense; in addition to exploring, being activity

to find something new, we include the activities of pathfinding, described as navigat-

ing to a predetermined location, and searching, described as looking for something

specific even though the location is not exactly known. Altogether, regardless of the

goal, we refer to interaction where users change their view of the surrounding world.

Before defining the four exploration types, we discuss the concept of view. We

define the view as a portion of the information space that is perceivable to the user

at a given time. Often, the view can be understood as the position of the user in

the information space. Sometimes, the view is assembled from pieces across the

space and no single location can be determined. In either way, the very reason for

exploration is, as we see it, that one cannot perceive everything at once and thus

needs to rearrange the space or move in it.

Not all graph-based UIs allow altering the view. For example in the music composer

Aura Flux (Figure 1.1), a node-link diagram can be constructed only within the

area of the screen and there is no means to alter the view. On the other hand,

some graph-based UIs support multiple concurrent views. Not unlike to multiple

windows in a WIMP interface, in graph-based UIs, multiple views can be used for

graph comparison, creating connections between distant nodes, or moving or copying

nodes and links from place to another. Alternatively within a single view, the space

can be transformed to give a perception of multiple concurrent locations. These

multiple locations are often discussed within the context of distorted focus+context

views like fisheye views [56] and thus called multiple focal points or multiple foci.

For further details, the reader could look into articles by Schaffer et al. [57] and

Toyoda & Shibayama [58].

In geometric graph-based exploring, users directly apply geometric transformations

to their views. In contrast, in geometric manipulation in Chapter 5 these transfor-

mations were applied to nodes and links. Such exploration can be realized in the
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Figure 6.1: Concurrent geometric and semantic zooming in a hierarchically clustered
graph; (a) before zooming, (b) after zooming. Derived from [57]

form of panning or zooming the view, which is typical to a zoomable user interface

(ZUI) [59]. The ZUI style of exploration is common in graph-based UIs as noted by

Schultz et al. [1] and Tominski et al. [60, p. 662] and also appear in MindMeister,

Gephi, Prezi, and Audulus. Therefore, even though there are exceptions, like Aura

Flux, we can conclude that most graph-based UIs are ZUIs as well.

Where in geometric exploration the transformations are typically not constrained

except by the boundaries of the node-link diagram, in the topological graph-based

exploring the transformations happen only along the structure. For example in

both MindMeister and FreeMind, users can topologically explore a mind map by

using arrow keys to move a focus point from a node to an adjacent one. The view

automatically follows the focus. In contrast, with the aid of a pointer such as

the mouse, the both applications allow users to pan and zoom freely. For another

example, Tominski et al. mentioned edge-based navigation [60]. By taking the user

to another end of a link just by pressing on the link, the edge-based navigation

makes it easy to move from node to another even when there is a long distance

between.

In spite of that in the mentioned examples the topological exploration can be seen

as a constrained geometric exploration, this is not always the case. When semantic

zooming [2] is combined with hierarchically clustered graphs as done by Schaffer

et al. in 1996 [57], we arrive to situations where traveling along topology shows

us new information that could not be revealed by geometric transformations. In

the hierarchically clustered graphs of Schaffer et al., a node is broken down into

multiple nodes while a user zooms in and merged back while the user zooms out,

as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Thus, such exploration changes the topology of the

presented node-link diagram, which is impossible with geometric transformations

alone.

With the third type, algebraic graph-based exploring, we refer to exploration where
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users temporarily alter the node-link diagram by joining, transforming, or filtering

nodes and links, and does that in an indirect manner, through a symbolic language.

As with algebraic manipulation in Chapter 5, the symbolic language does not have

to be textual. We adopt the term algebraic from Baudel, who used it to label this

type of navigation in structured data [61]. We use the term more in a metaphorical

than in a strict mathematical sense, allowing us to include all the cases where users

apply search queries, filters, or clutter reduction techniques to reduce, rearrange, or

re-emphasize the nodes and links, thus making the exploration more efficient.

Without recapping the symbolic input methods discussed in Chapter 5, we can

discuss the output methods. We found multiple techniques proposed in the literature

for altering node-link diagrams to alleviate exploration. For example, node-link

diagrams can be filtered by clustering [57, 58, 62], graph splatting [63], edge splatting

[64], ghosting [2], or hiding [2]. In some occasions as in Gephi, not unlike penetrating

through a dense jungle with a machete, nodes of a dense diagram can be manually

moved to alleviate exploration. In addition to Baudel, filtering of graphs is discussed

also by Marshall et al. [65], Tominski et al. [60, p. 666], and Landesberger et al.

[66]. All in all, we can see that the issue of how a node-link diagram should be

temporarily modified for optimal exploration is widely studied in the field of graph

visualization.

For the fourth type, temporal graph-based exploring, we notice that users can modify

their views also in the time dimension. As mentioned in Chapter 5, graph-based UI

might include a version history, for example in the form of a version timeline or an

undo/redo function. Users are able to traverse the history and thus we can count

this as an instance of temporal graph-based exploration. In addition, similar to web

browsers, users might be able to traverse their navigation history, providing another

instance.

In the cases of version or navigation history, temporal graph-based exploring is

implemented to alleviate manipulation or exploration [54]. However, it might also

be the primary interaction type of the node-link diagram. For instance, Gómez et al.

visualized the discourse diagrams (Chapter 4) also in the time dimension to examine

how the discussions evolve, as presented in Figure 6.2. Other examples where the

graph evolution is in high importance can be found in the literature of dynamic

graph drawing, for example [64].

The proposed set of four types of graph-based exploring does not form the only pos-

sible taxonomy. Sharing similarities to the manipulation requirements by Hoarau &

Conversy discussed in Chapter 5, in 2009 Tominski et al. presented an information

visualization specific eight-part interaction framework, including tasks for selecting,

abstracting, filtering, and undoing, among others [60]. Multiple other information

visualization specific frameworks have been gathered by Ren et al. [20]. Even though

the frameworks presented by the both research groups provide insight to common
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Figure 6.2: An evolution of a discussion thread. Adapted from Gómez et al. [41]

tasks in information visualization systems on all levels of detail, none of them re-

sembles the four-part exploration taxonomy presented here. Among the taxonomies

exposed by the literature review, only one shares resemblance with ours, namely the

three-part navigation framework by Baudel [61] on which our exploration taxonomy

is based.
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7 RESULTS

As a result of Chapters 3-6, here we piece together an interaction framework for
graph-based UIs, consisting of 4 main types and 12 subtypes of graph-based inter-
action:

R1 Instructing

R1.1 Executing a node-link diagram used as a menu of instructions

R1.2 Programming a node-link diagram used as an instruction

R2 Conversing

R2.1 Discrete a node-link diagram used as a message

R2.2 Continuous a node-link diagram used as a medium

R3 Manipulating

R3.1 Geometric direct manipulation of the geometry

R3.2 Topological direct manipulation of the topology

R3.3 Algebraic manipulation through symbols

R3.4 Temporal manipulation through a version history

R4 Exploring

R4.1 Geometric moving by applying geometric transformations

R4.2 Topological moving along the structure

R4.3 Algebraic altering the search space through symbols

R4.4 Temporal moving in navigation or version history

In addition to the listed subtypes, we encountered alternatives. In Chapter 3, we

identified discrete and continuous cases for graph-based instructing. In Chapter 5,

direct manipulation characterized the subtypes R3.1 and R3.2, and in turn, indirect

manipulation characterized the subtypes R3.3 and R3.4. However, in all the cases,

the selected taxonomies seemed more describing and thus the alternatives were left

out from the framework.

In addition to the graph-based interaction types and subtypes, in Chapter 5 we

saw that the nodes and links can have their own non-graph-based UIs and that a

graph-based UI can be embedded in an outer UI. Interaction on these inner and

outer interfaces could include any of the main interaction types. For example, if a

user modified a textual content of a node in MindMeister, direct manipulation was
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used. The outcomes of the interaction with an inner or outer UI could be completely

unrelated to the graph-based UI, and in that case we did not classify the interaction

as graph-based. On the contrary, if the interaction with an inner or outer UI affected

the diagram, we classified it as indirect graph-based interaction.

In addition to the mixed interaction between non-graph-based and graph-based UI,

throughout Chapters 3-6 we confronted tasks that required mixing of types of graph-

based interaction. For example, to execute a search query with DataPlay in Chapter

3, the user first engaged in graph-based manipulating, and then issued the manipu-

lated instruction. In Chapter 6, to explore a dense graph, manipulating the config-

uration was one possible approach. We also confronted apps that allowed multiple

types of interaction. Both MindMeister and Prezi used three types of interaction:

exploring, manipulating, and conversing. However, as a note for the future, we did

not encounter a graph-based UI where all the four main types, including instructing,

would have been incorporated.

As a surprising outcome that we did not note earlier, is the asymmetry of the

subtypes. Where the subtypes R1.1 and R1.2 are similar to R2.2 and R2.1, they

are completely different from the subtypes of R3 and R4, which again are alike.

Is there some fundamental flaw in the approach we selected? Why are topological

instructing or algebraic conversing unsuitable subtypes of graph-based interaction?

Without ruling out the possibility of the first question, we propose instructing and

conversing to be essentially different from manipulating and exploring. As one can

detect from Figure 2.4, instructing and conversing are about communicating with

an agent and manipulating and exploring are about modifying the state of the

world. Additionally, as we saw in Chapter 3, one can either search (explore) for an

instruction from a menu or construct (manipulate) an instruction piece by piece. In

Chapter 4, the conversation emerged from alternate or concurrent manipulation of

a node-link diagram. Therefore it seems that, at least in the case of graph-based

UIs, instructing and conversing are always preceded by an amount of manipulating

or exploring, thus turning topological instructing or algebraic conversing into odd

concepts.

Finally, the framework and its construction showed us that graph-based UIs can be

interacted with, and are already interacted with, in every main interaction type.

Therefore, the study suggests that they do not have any fundamental limitations

from the perspective of interaction in general.
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8 DISCUSSION

Here we first discuss the constructed framework and its extent. We note a few

oddities and possible flaws and deliberate their reasons. Finally, we reason about

the future of graph-based interaction.

8.1 Framework

In this study, we tried to construct a framework that is independent of how the inter-

action is carried out. For this sake, we focused on the interaction goals and avoided

discussion on input gestures or interface devices. Even though the framework was

built on references where the focus was mostly on visual desktop applications, we

suggest the framework to be applicable in the graph-based UI design regardless

of devices (desktop, tablet, phone), input methods (touch, mouse, voice), or even

modes of interaction (visual, tactile, auditory; see [67]). As noted by both Dam [68]

and Jacob et al. [69, 70], the heterogeneity of devices, input methods, and modes

is nothing but increasing, and therefore we see the independence being an valuable

property. However, because the visual origins and also the spatiality in our definition

of the node-link diagram, limits might occur.

To give an example of a nonvisual graph-based UI and how the framework could be

applied, we can think about a physical ridged subway map designed for the blind

(Figure 8.1). With the aid of the framework, a designer of such a map can identify

the topological exploring interaction being the main interaction type, and by that,

consider including the other types of interaction in the map design. For example,

the designer could consider the executing instructing interaction and implement it

in the form of buttons for user to press to listen some details or to call assistance.

After all, the framework allows the designer to explore the interactional possibilities

of the node-link diagram.

We recommend that the framework is not to be considered exhaustive or final. Even

though we managed to find and review several profound articles on graph-based UIs,

we believe many still left unrevealed. There might be interaction types that we did

not manage to identify. Furthermore, we feel that we did not study deeply enough

the task of selection in spite of its importance in manipulation and exploration. A
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Figure 8.1: A photograph of
a schematic map of a subway
station in Rome for the blind.
Adapted by permission from
[71]

Figure 8.2: TouchStrumming, an interaction
technique presented by Schmidt et al., where a
user can pull and release a link to put it into
vibration. Adopted from [72]

closer analysis on what happens when a user selects nodes, links, or groups of them

could yield additional interaction types. Also, there might be graph-based interfaces

whose interaction design cannot be classified with the framework.

As an example, we have found an interaction task that do not unambiguously fit

into the framework. TouchStrumming, a guitar-play-like interaction illustrated in

Figure 8.2 and introduced by Schmidt et al. in 2010 [72], implies properties of a

node-link diagram that we did not consider. Even though the strumming itself is

a behavior-level task, it is used to put nodes or links into a vibrating motion. The

framework categorizes this as content-specific interaction not related to the graph-

based UI. On the other hand, this is manipulation of a geometric graph enhanced

with string-like physical properties that occur naturally in spider webs and small

tree branches. Therefore from the latter point of view, the vibrations occur in the

structure of the node-link diagram itself.

There is one clear point of discrepancy in the framework. The algebraic graph-

based exploring, R4.3, requires input to be indirect and symbolic. On the other

hand in Chapter 6, we described the type also to involve all interaction where a user

modifies the diagram to make sense of it. The latter included the direct manipulation

case, exemplified by the analogue of a jungle and a machete. One can notice the

inconsistency in the level of directness. A reconsideration could, we suppose, split the

current subtype into two: algebraic graph-based exploring that takes into account

only the symbolic input, and manipulating graph-based exploring that covers only

the cases of pro-exploring manipulation, whether direct or indirect.

To in turn consider the outcomes, we saw that graph-based UIs can be interacted

within every main interaction type. Based on that, we suggested there to be no

fundamental interactional limitations. This suggestion and the fact that graph-

based UIs can embed or be embedded in other types of UIs make us to propose
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Figure 8.3: DeepaMehta and
its situation-centered user in-
terface. Adapted from [73]

Figure 8.4: Node-RED, a process control tool
for the Internet of Things. Adopted from [75]

their usage as general-purpose UIs. Furthermore, we even propose a graph-based

UI taking the role of the primary UI of an operating system. Even though the

proposition is a strong one and might even sound flagrant, there is already a branch

of software development devoted to this, or even more radical goal. One of the

main visions of the networked semantic desktop project DeepaMehta is ”the gradual

replacement of the application-centered user interface” with their semantic graph-

based UI [73], presented in Figure 8.3. For academic reference to DeepaMehta, see

[74]. For a lighter example, after the introduction to the UI of the home automation

system homeBLOX in Chapter 3, we could effortlessly envision a similar UI to be

the primary UI of an embedded control system of an intelligent home.

However, with only the framework and this study, it is hard to say exactly where

would graph-based interaction excel and where other types of UIs provide better

approaches. The goal of the study was not to be conclusive or final. Instead, we

targeted the framework be descriptive, outlining the interaction design space of

graph-based UIs. We propose that from the insight given by the framework and the

study, in spite of the possible flaws, a graph-based UI designer or researcher is able

to see the bigger picture and the richer capabilities of node-link diagrams than what

has been offered by previous, mostly graph visualization centered articles.

8.2 Future

The future of graph-based UIs and the graph-based interaction seems anything but

clear. A boom of graph visualization techniques in the late 1990s (not the least

because the book Graph Drawing by Battista et al. [76]) seems to be still ongoing

(e.g., see the reviews [66, 77]) and supported by advances in visualization tools, such

as D3 [78]. However, relying on our literature review, the tools and the research

seems to be mostly geared toward to the needs of information visualization and
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exploration. Manipulation is rarely directly discussed, with few exceptions like the

paper by Hoarau & Conversy [54].

What comes to the future of graph-based manipulating and also instructing, we

predict that if the advances are to come, they are probably seen within the context of

the Semantic Web, process control, or visual programming, maybe for the purposes

of the Internet of Things. For example, Node-RED [75], presented in Figure 8.4, is a

promising graph-based, open-source tool by IBM for connecting devices and services

together in a visual manner similar to homeBLOX in Chapter 3 and Audulus in

Chapter 5. For conversing interaction, we guess the benefits of collaboration and

the increasing technological support for real-time remote interaction, such as mobile

internet devices and WebSockets [79], to be probable driving forces.

For a riskier guess, the development of intelligent user interfaces might take graph-

based conversing to a different level. By applying machine learning techniques the

research has already been able to produce learning and adaptive graph-based UIs [58,

80] which predict the interactional decisions of the user. With the aid of social data

mining, the interaction sequences can be captured and the decisions predicted [81].

This enhances the one-sided instructing of a machine toward iterative suggestion-

decision conversing with an intelligent agent. Additionally, there exists automated

usability analysis techniques for traditional UIs that turn a traditional UI into a

graph structure before the analysis [55, 82–84]. This implies, we hypothesize, that

the use of a graph-based UI would make this kind of automatic evaluation, if not

an easy, at least an easier task. Finally, as the Semantic Web techniques such as

RDF [85] are from the ground up made to be well-formed network-like structures

to be understood by computers, we could argue graphs to be a natural breeding

ground for applications of machine learning and artificial intelligence, and therefore,

for human to intervene, graph-based interaction might be required.
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9 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we constructed an interaction framework for graph-based user inter-

faces with the goal of outlining their interaction design space. We believe we reached

the goal and created a sound and descriptive interaction framework that provides a

wider look on the graph-based UI than the previous studies.

Even though the framework is not conclusive or exhaustive as more interaction types

might emerge, we hope it to help and guide further graph-based UI research and

development by bringing together the capabilities, findings, and instances of graph-

based UI interaction from the last 30 years of highly heterogeneous and continuously

evolving field of human-computer interaction.
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